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love Dwayne Gosnell’s Jolly Old Soul, while those
looking for something different will appreciate
Dave Francis’s Peppermint-Stick St. Nick. We
devote eight pages of detailed instructions
(along with 34 photographs) to help you bring
Wayne Shinlever’s Dancing Santa to life. There
are ornaments in abundance, along with other
memorable pieces like Peter Zanauskas’s
delightful Ball-in-Cage Snowman and Chuck
MacKnee’s striking Circle of Love Nativity.
Topping it all off is an amazing photographic
tour of Betty Padden’s Carved Christmas
Spectacular, an entire elfin village doing double
duty as a tree stand.
Treasury of Christmas Quilting - Sandra L. Hatch
1997
A collection of Christmas quilting projects.
Sewing With Vintage Linens - Samantha
Mcnesby 2011-01-15
Creating home decor with vintage textiles is the
latest hot sewing trend, fueled by the
resurgence of interest in simpler times and
lifestyles. A source of inspiration, ideas and
projects, this exciting new book shows you how
to locate, purchase, prepare, and assemble
vintage textiles to create home decor that
reflects these comforting times in a fresh, new
way. More than 25 projects range in complexity
from simple to advanced, including handkerchief
pillows, memory quilts, slipcovers, and an
upholstered ottoman. Includes all patterns as
well as a fantastic photo gallery of inspirational
projects.
Pagan Portals - Poppets and Magical Dolls -

Painting and Decorating Clay Pots - Revised
Edition - Natalie Kunkel 2008-09
150 fun step-by-step projects for making people,
animals, and fantasy characters from terra-cotta
pots.
Making Angels, Ornaments, and Dolls by
Hand The perfect book for any angel lover. This
collection of 47 handmade angels will charm,
delight, and inspire you, whether youÆre a
skilled crafter or just someone who loves these
heavenly figures. This glittering collection
features full-color photographs, easy step-bystep instructions, and great ideas for using these
angels as special-occasion gifts or decorations,
or just for fun. There are projects that symbolize
love, health, strength, teens, friendship, and
more. The angels fit all styles and tastes; some
are elegant, others are simple or primitive, while
others exemplify their ethic origins. There are
plenty of tips and techniques as well as an artist
directory and product resource guide.
Woodcarving Illustrated Issue 85 Winter 2018 Editors of Woodcarving Illustrated (Corporate)
2021-02-28
The Winter 2018 issue of the world's best how-to
magazine for woodcarvers is packed with
patterns, techniques, tips and projects for all
skill levels. This holiday-themed issue dishes up
a whole sleighful of Santas to keep you busy
making gifts, decorations, and ornaments during
the months leading up to Christmas. Beginners
will enjoy making Roger Beane’s ingeniously
simple Pear-Shaped Santa, and classicists will
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Lucya Starza 2018-08-31
Poppets are dolls used for sympathetic magic,
and are designed in the likeness of individuals in
order to represent them in spells to help, heal or
harm. The word poppet comes from the Middle
Ages in England, originally meaning a small doll
or child, and it is still in use today as a name of
endearment. The term is older than the phrase
‘Voodoo doll’. Pagan Portals – Poppets and
Magical Dolls explores the history of poppets
and offers a practical guide to making and using
them in modern witchcraft. It also covers
seasonal dolls, from Brigid dolls, used in
celebrations for the first stirrings of spring, to
fairy dolls enjoyed in tree-dressing at Yuletide.
Other topics covered include spirit dolls,
ancestor dolls and dolls as representations of
mythological beings and creatures from folklore.
The newest book from Lucya Starza, author of
Every Day Magic: A Pagan Book of Days.
Metaphors for Living - Jackie Gerstein 2002-09

these pretty eco crafts, ideas and special
templates to repurpose your used Holiday cards
into charming new crafted items. The full color
book with instructions and photographs for the
50 projects, plus the template collection with
easy craft templates, are all you need to give
used greeting cards a second life. The templates
are designed and adapted for greeting card sizes
and can be used again and again. Don't throw
away those beautiful cards after the very short
holiday period! Create nifty new items for
fabulous scrapbooking, pretty packaging, little
personal gifts, fun favors, small tokens of
appreciation, creative containers, decor,
decorations and ornaments! There are bonus
projects, printable pattern paper and a second
set of blank craft templates too. Make them for
yourself, or to sell at craft markets and
fundraising events. And use them for school arts
and crafts projects too, as many projects are
suitable for children. No fancy coordinated craft
shop designs or expensive embellishments are
needed. Just use what you have on hand. The
happy patchwork medley is exactly what makes
the projects in Recycling Christmas Cards so
charming. Those lavish graphics on greeting
cards were created by professional designers
and make fabulous crafting material for pennies
on the dollar - and in sturdy cardstock to boot.
They are just waiting for the new life you can
give them. Folks love to browse craft fairs and
the likes for those inexpensive "little something"
gifts. Many projects are geared towards such
little gifts and stocking stuffers. Crafters will
love the 45 craft templates in the book, as they
have the perfect size for the projects.
(Suggestions for recycling Christmas cards are
easy to find, but finding templates that are ready
to use and scaled to size are not). For
convenience the templates are also available as
printable downloads. If you have some odd cards
left in a box somewhere, you can start your
crafting straight away. Then ask friends, family
and neighbors for theirs, as you will soon need
(and want) a lot of cards. You can even arrange
collection boxes at super markets, clubs and
such. It is not just about recycling Christmas
cards, but about recycling Christmas fun - all
year long! So keep every one of your cards and
get started for the next Holiday season, because
40 million recycled cards save 13 600 trees!

Stepping Stones - Marilea C. Rabasa
2020-06-16
Addiction is a stealth predator. Unrecognized, it
will grow and flourish. Unchecked, it destroys.
Marilea Rabasa grew up in post-WWII
Massachusetts in a family that lived comfortably
and offered her every advantage. But they were
also haunted by closely guarded family secrets.
Alcoholism reached back through several
generations, and it was not openly discussed.
Shame and stigma perpetuated the silence. And
Marilea became part of this ongoing tragedy.
From an unhappy childhood to a life overseas in
the diplomatic service to now, living on an island
in Puget Sound, Stepping Stones chronicles
Marilea’s experiences, weaving a compelling tale
of travel, motherhood, addiction, and
heartbreaking loss. The constant thread
throughout this story is the many faces and
forms of addiction, phantoms that stalk her like
an obsessed lover. What, if anything, will free
her of the masks she has worn all her life? An
inspiring, poignant recovery story, Stepping
Stones tells how Marilea took on the demons
that plagued her all her life—and defeated them.
Recycling Christmas Cards - Anneke Lipsanen
2014-09-10
If you are a crafter, teacher or parent interested
in recycling Christmas cards, then you will love
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Reuse, remake, repurpose, reduce, recycle and
rethink!
A Greener Christmas - Sheherazade Goldsmith
2008-09-01
The only guide to celebrating a greener
Christmas shows you how to make your home
merry, bright, and eco-friendly! Part craft,
gardening, and cookbook, part home décor and
entertaining guide, A Greener Christmas lets the
whole family get in on projects that are simple,
seasonal, and of-the-moment. Welcome guests
with candlelit lanterns, hand-stitched stockings,
and cozy homemade wreaths. Trim your
homegrown tree with shiny recycled tinsel, spicy
dried citrus fruits, and wood-scented pine cones.
Give heartfelt, environmentally-friendly gifts like
homemade herbal teas and mulled wine sachets,
all wrapped up in gorgeous, reusable packaging.
And set a mouthwatering holiday spread, with
the freshest breads, cheeses, meats, and
produce, all sourced from local farms. Edited by
food and lifestyle maven Sheherazade
Goldsmith, this book will help you plan the most
beautiful, most festive, and most responsible
Christmas yet.
The Rosslyn Matrix - Ashley Cowie 2006
This factual story details a quest into Rosslyn
Chapel's overlooked architectural plans,
revealing hitherto unobserved measurements
and design themes which underpin the myths.
Picture Perfect Patchwork - Naomi Norman
1996-05-01
Picture-perfect patchwork is easy with the
straightforward piecing and rotary-cutting
techniques in this book. Full-size patterns for 10
patchwork designs make it simple to piece
delightful miniatures quickly and easily.
Complete directions for a variety of sewing
projects show how to incorporate finished blocks
into quilts, clothing, and domestic accessories.
Special days - 2006
Book 1 is a compilation of craft activities ...based
upon elementary concepts and promote the use
of basic language to sort, compare, direct and
comprehend. Consolidation of these early
concepts through fun, memorable craft
experiences will equip students with the early
concepts required to participate in school based
learning.
The Cat Who Ate Christmas - Lil Chase
2016-10-06
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A funny, heart-warming Christmas story about
one little kitten and a very big turkey! It's
Christmas, and everyone in the Hudson family is
very excited - including their kitten. First he
knocks the Christmas tree over, then he shreds
the presents, and finally he eats the entire
Christmas turkey! Mum gets cross, and the
kitten runs away. But when he doesn't come
back, the Hudson family have to venture out on
Christmas Day to find their naughty kitten. Can
they have a merry Christmas after all? This
gorgeous book is illustrated in two-colour
throughout, with a special section at the back for
Christmas facts, jokes, craft activities and
recipes. The kitten in this story will be named by
one lucky reader, via a competition hosted by
the Reading Zone. Check this space for the big
reveal!
Making Christmas Bright with Papercrafts Alice Hornecke 2020-08-12
Delightful collection of 43 papercraft projects,
ideal for crafters at every level. Includes photos,
templates, and instructions for an origami
wreath, cut-out snowflakes, place setting
accessories, and much more.
Dreamer Who’s Been Extremely Blessed Edgar Francis Poree Jr. 2013-03-18
Edgar Frances Poree Jr., a lifelong resident of
Louisiana, looks back at his struggles,
disappointments, and successes in this memoir
that examines the African American experience
in the South. As a Black male, he dealt with
deeply rooted prejudices, religious
discrimination, and conflict with older members
of the Black community. He constantly faced
inner turmoil, but he remained steadfast in his
focus to achieve his goals and navigate the
transition from segregation to integration. Poree
learned to be resourceful early, convincing the
owner of a nearby grocery store to give him a
job cleaning the store and organizing the
shelves. He went on to start his own business
polishing hardwood floors while in the seventh
grade. His love for music eventually helped him
earn a scholarship at Xavier University in New
Orleans, and from there he was on his way.
From his teaching career to his successes as a
business executive and civic leader, Poree
shares his memories of real people, real places,
and real divisions. His hope is that you’ll be
emboldened, encouraged and inspired to achieve
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your own dreams.
Jesus Loves the Little Children - 2012

stories about Jesus and includes all you need to
know to run sessions in your local church. 'RE
Active Church workshops help children realise
they all belong to a bigger family. RE Active
Church . . . will broaden each child's holistic
education. My staff have benefited hugely from
working alongside the church.' Vicky Parsey,
Headteacher, Applecroft School, Welwyn Garden
City.
Merry Christmas Quilts - Patricia Wilens 1995

Felt with Love - Madeleine Millington
2013-03-06
“This book is a joy. Medieval, Elizabethan and
folk art inspire Madeleine’s work and she
creates using a wonderful palette of bright and
bold colours.” —Love to Make Felt with Love is a
must-have book for anyone with an appreciation
of adorable hand-crafted objects. It is a colourful
one-off book, filled with fifteen cute, fun and
simple projects (plus some variations) made
from felted wool. As well as easy to follow
instructions and step-by-step photographs for
each project, the book explains various stitching
and embellishment techniques. Projects include
mini hanging decorations, beautiful brooches,
pincushions, various wall hangings, a couple
Christmassy pieces, plus much more! The author
has provided templates for all the projects so
that everything can be replicated with relative
ease. The shapes are simply cut out using the
templates and applied using easy hand
embroidered stitches. Details such as veins in
leaves and flowers can then be stitched with
French knots or using tiny beads. Madeleine
uses hand-dyed wools for the appliques, which
vary in depth and hue giving beautifully unique
effects. Old clothes and fabrics picked up in
charity shops can be cut up and used, so
instructions on dying fabric have also been
included in the book. Overall, this book is a
great collection of bright, affordable, and easy to
sew felt projects embellished with simple
stitching, buttons and beads. They are great to
do “on-the-go” and once completed you have a
beautiful gift for a special person or a timeless
treasure for yourself! “What a treat for anyone
who loves working with sequins and beads, bold
colors, simple embroidery stitches, appliqués,
felted wool and the prettiest motifs!” —Crafter’s
Choice
RE Active Church - Jenny Gray 2012-07-19
Primary school children are required to learn
about Christianity and local churches are often
keen to help, but don't know where to start. This
book provides a four-year cycle of resources that
churches can offer to children at Key Stage Two
(years 3 to 6, ages 7 to 11). The tried-and-tested
workshop material covers Christmas, Easter and
template-for-angel-cut-out

Creative Plastic Craft - Norita Geary-Murphy
1998
Spun Cotton Crafts - Valerie Lloyd 2022-05-24
Learn the nostalgic, easy-entry craft of spun
cotton and make the perfect handmade
decorations! Spun Cotton Crafts features more
than 25 adorable step-by-step projects,
organized by season, using affordable materials,
including vintage Easter cake picks, crescent
moon fairy lights, a Halloween cat, retro elves, a
toadstool candy container, and so much more!
Also included is a brief history of spun cotton, an
insightful section on essential materials, and
technique tutorials for adding color, making
armatures, applying cotton, and making spun
cotton balls. Accessible for anyone to accomplish
no matter their skill level, this guide is a fun and
festive introduction to making charming spun
cotton ornaments! Author Valerie Lloyd is the
owner of Smile Mercantile Craft Co. where she
sells quality craft goods to passionate makers,
from twine and paper mache to spun cotton craft
shapes, holiday novelties, and more. Her popular
YouTube channel by the same name is where she
offers an array of imaginative and easy-to-follow
craft tutorials.
A Way with Words - Leisure Arts 2005-12
A picture may be worth a thousand words, but
when youjust need a few really good words, turn
to the pros. These 66 beautifully photographed
projects utilize words in interesting ways as
their focal points. A Way With Words offers
instruction in myriad techniques for adding
words: stencils, stamps, metal letters, computer
type, as well as advice on the best supplies
available commercially.Features:* 66 word
projects include greeting cards, tags, artist
trading cards (ATCs), albums, memory pages,
and more* Includes 4 sheets of top-quality cut4/7
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and-use ephemera orornamental embellished
paper with 26 images and 25 quotes* Sample
quotes are sprinkled throughout or you can use
thetechniques described and write your own*
Easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions are
complemented by detailed photography*
Produced for Leisure Arts by Banar Designs
Sew Your Own Felt Advent Calendar - Ishii 2018

Take the stress out of the festive season with
Christmas Crafting in No Time, where you will
find 50 time-saving projects that have maximum
impact but take little time to make. As time is
always at a premium during the holiday season,
Clare Youngs has developed a beautiful
collection of Christmas essentials. And with
festive decorations costing more and more, why
not save expense without sacrificing on style
with these original ideas? There are five
chapters covering a wide range of different
crafting techniques - from papercutting and
papier-mache to embroidery and sugar crafting which take inspiration from different festive
cultures and traditions. With designs for tree
decorations, hand-made gifts, Christmas cards,
gift wrap ideas and more, this book is a must
have to help you make the most out of the
holidays. Every project comes complete with
clear step-by-step instructions and beautiful
illustrations, meaning anyone can have a go at
making something elegant. So why not get the
family involved and create special holiday
memories by making decorations together? You
can then relive those happy moments each year
as you decorate your home.Since childhood,
Clare Youngs has loved making beautiful
handcrafted objects. She studied graphic design
and went on to work in packaging for a number
of high street stores, including Marks & Spencer
and House of Fraser. Clare has since worked in
illustration and book jacket design before
deciding to turn her attentions to craft full time.
Clare's other books include Papercrafting in No
Time, Scandinavian Needlecraft, Find It, Make
It, and The Perfect Handmade Bag, all available
from CICO Books.
Homemade Holiday - Sophie Pester
2017-09-12
Bring the magic of a handmade Christmas into
your home with 40 projects for gifts,
decorations, and homemade wrapping paper.
Save time and money with the festive craft
projects in Homemade Holiday. Clear, step-bystep instructions guide readers to create fresh
flower garlands, bake edible gift tags, make
homemade bath salts, and paint authentic tree
ornaments. With last-minute ideas and lots of
inspiration, this book will help you wrap up giftgiving and decorating for the holiday season.
Metal - Garry Sharpe-Young 2007

Mass Culture and Everyday Life - Peter Gibian
2014-02-04
Mass Culture and Everyday Life is a collection of
lively work from the small but seminal journal
Tabloid. The book offers a clarification of the
study of mass culture as it transforms daily life,
providing a detailed survey of a wide range of
the mass culture phenomena that have defined
our everyday lives in recent years: from Hillary's
hairdo to tampons, exercise fads and fashion
trends; from soaps to opera to rythmn and blues;
from horror movies to the interrelation of cats,
pigs and mothers in Babe. This volume includes
ground-breaking essays on: the boom of talk
radio and talk TV; shopping as cinematic
spectacle; and how "everyday life" in the
university community has become a key
battleground in America's "culture wars." The
direct, accessible, and refreshingly personal
work speak not only to an academic audience
but to a wide general readership.
Ultimate Scrapbook Style Scrapbook manufacturers offer products that fit
into each of these popular styles: Contemporary,
Retro, and Victorian. This book capitalizes on
the versatility of these design periods, creating a
stylish package that really captures and explores
each look. Scrapbookers are always looking for
new inspirations. Currently, there are
scrapbooking books on techniques, layouts, and
themes, but there are no books that focus on
particular styles. This series offers scrapbookers
an in-depth style book containing a period
overview, a "samplings" section that includes
color palettes, papers, stamps, clip art and
embellishments, and then a range of techniques,
mini projects, and layouts, that all fit into the
style theme. Readers will learn to successfully
design pages that incorporate all the elements of
each period, with clever style and flair.
Christmas Crafting In No Time - Clare Youngs
2014-02-21
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This is a comprehensive, illustrated book about
one of the most enduringly popular forms of
music. Combining biography, critical analysis,
and detailed reference sections, it profiles all the
major heavy metal artists as well as a huge
selection of other niche acts from around the
world. Metal: The Definitive Guide includes new
firsthand interviews with many major metal
musicians and detailed discographies. It is the
definitive metal encyclopedia.The over 300
illustrations in this book encompass fantastic
including artist pictures and memorabilia such
as posters, ticket stubs, and much more.
20 to Stitch: Felt Christmas Decorations Lapierre 2013

Kajsa’s creations. Now she shares 21 craft
projects that celebrate the changes of season in
her native Finland. Scandinavian Stitches,
features cozy winter blankets, springtime Easter
ornaments, charming summer pillows, and
autumnal wallhangings, as well as gorgeous
quilts for every season. Kajsa also includes a
chapter of special Yuletide projects, including
ornaments and Fairy Angel Dolls.
24-Hour Sewing Projects - Linda Causee
2016-03-15
Full-color photos illustrate simple directions for
quick projects. Includes accessories for the
kitchen, bedroom, bath, and nursery, plus
Christmas ornaments and gifts such as purses
and totes, quilts, and other items.
Official Gazette of the United States Patent
and Trademark Office - 2007

The Angel's Cut - Elizabeth Knox 2009-05-01
A sequel to her award-winning bestseller The
Vintner's Luck, The Angel's Cut is an evocative
and wildly romantic new novel from Elizabeth
Knox. Boomtown Los Angeles, 1929: Into a world
of movies lots and speakeasies comes Xas, stunt
flier and wingless angel, still nursing his broken
heart, and determined only to go on living in the
air. But there are forces that will keep him on
the ground. Forces like Conrad Cole, movie
director and aircraft designer, a glory-seeking
king of the grand splash who is also a man
sinking into his own sovereign darkness. And
Flora McLeod, film editor and maimed former
actress, who sees something in Xas that no-one
has ever seen before, not even God, who made
him, or Lucifer, the general he once followed -Lucifer, who has lost Xas once, but won't let that
be the end of it.
The Crafty Chica Creates! - Kathy Cano Murillo
2022-01-04
The Queen of Latina Style, Kathy Cano Murillo,
is back with fantastic art and craft
projects—including brand-new ideas and
previous favorites—in The Crafty Chica Creates.
Scandinavian Stitches - Kajsa Wikman
2011-01-01
Celebrate the seasons with these 21 whimsical
projects including quilts, ornaments, softies and
more—all with a modern take on Scandinavian
folk art. Textile artist Kajsa Wikman finds
endless inspiration in the constantly changing
natural environment. The first flowers of spring,
the smell of the sea, the warm colors of the
maple leaves—all of these find their way into
template-for-angel-cut-out

An Aussie Christmas: Ages 8-11 - 2006
The Ultimate Scrapbooking Book - Rebecca
Carter 2003
Provides ideas and techniques on creating
scrapbooks for any occasion, and helps readers
find the appropriate accessories and materials.
Mobile Magic - Juliet Bawden 1996
A collection of over 80 projects giving step-bystep instructions for making mobiles, together
with advice on materials, techniques, and
equipment. Complemented by 300 colour
photographs.
Creative Scrapbook Piecing 4 with Marina du
Plessis - Marina du Plessis 2012-09-12
There is no end to scrapbooking as a craft, or to
the popularity of Marina du Plessis’s scrapbook
piecing. Back with a fourth collection of
scrapbook layouts in Creative Scrapbook Piecing
4 with Marina du Plessis, the author provides
designs for a host of special occasions and
reasons to preserve memories of family and
friends. Using mostly paper, each of the 42 fullcolour layouts includes easy-to-understand
instructions and templates for making the
frames, letters, titles, tags, envelopes and the
three-dimensional figurines. Elements may be
mixed and matched, or adapted, to personalise
your own layouts. There are themes to suit boys
and girls (from babies to adults) and these
include birthdays, weddings, special festivals
and events, weddings, memories, pets and good
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times. Projects are suitable for advanced and
beginner scrappers.
More Scrap Saver's Stitchery - Sandra
Lounsbury Foose 1981
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Gives complete instructions for projects utilizing
fabric scraps and ranging from lion pillows and
Christmas stockings for children to unusual
placemats
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